Card Catalog 1971–1977 Index

Description

The 1971–1977 index covers copyright registrations for all classes of works made within this time period. Generally, there are three (or more) catalog cards for each work registered: title of the work, one card for each author, and one card for each claimant.

Card Layouts in the Copyright Card Catalog

Cards in the copyright card catalog are alphabetized by a header. A header can be the author and/or claimant, title, and sometimes content of a registration. This means often times there will be several cards for one registration number. Below is an example of a registration with four cards in the card catalog: an author card, title card, claimant card, and content card. The items at the right illustrate the different fields that make up that card.

Author Card

(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Where the card is found: Index: 1971–1977, Drawer: PARTL-PARTR, Card: 0452
Title Card

(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)


Claimant Card

( Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Where the card is found: Index: 1971–1977, Drawer: OWEPAR PUB CO I-OWND, Card: 0028
Content Card

(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Where the card is found: Index: 1971–1977, Drawer: BEST G-BEST OF SZ, Card: 0593

Periodical Renewal

(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Where the card is found: Index: 1971–1977, Drawer: WALL STREET J-WALL STREET JOURNAL VOL 140, Card: 0023
**Periodical Renewal**

*(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)*

[Image of a card with details]


---

**Claimant Card (Example of Card Filed in the Wrong Index)**

*(Hover over the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)*

[Image of a card with details]

Reference

(Okay the items at the right to see the different fields that make up this card.)

Name

Other Form of Name

Where the card is found: Index: 1971–1977, Drawer: BUFFALO C-BUGGR, Card: 0590